
Lurante Drop Shot Rig Perch Pro Bundle
Lurante
Product number: LU-DSR001

In this set you will find everything for the Drop Shot 
Rig combined in one set.

64,84 €
48,99 € * 48,99 €

Drop-shot mounting made easy: Perch Pro Bundle for passionate anglers

Drop shot fishing is an excellent method of targeting a fishing spot. This versatile fishing technique 
originated in the USA and is now also very widespread here in Germany.

The drop-shot assembly consists of an approx. 1-2 m long leader with a drop-shot lead attached to the end 
and a special drop-shot hook attached directly to the line about 20-50 cm above it. The distance from the 
lead to the hook determines the depth at which the bait is offered.

The leader is usually made of fluorocarbon line. The main line is usually a braided line. Popular baits are 
natural baits such as worms or dead bait fish, but rubber baits are especially popular.

Your advantages:

The mounting allows a permanent bait presentation at a fixed distance from the bottom
Hot spots can be fished very easily with the assembly
The use of heavy weights makes it possible to target distant hot spots even in very windy conditions.
Fishing with the mount is less strenuous as the bait is mainly plucked and there is no need for constant 
casting and retrieving

Our drop-shot Perch Pro Bundle is an all-in-one box. This means: You have everything you need to dive 
straight into the world of standard finesse rigs. When putting together the Drop-Shot Perch Pro Bundle, we 
paid attention to quality in every respect. You will not only find premium brands in the area of lures, but also 
components that fit together ideally.



You will find these contents in the box:

25m Premium Stroft Fluorocarbon Cord
10 x VMC Single Hooks 7130NE Drop Lok Dropshot
10 x Illex Finesse Down Shot Drop Shot Hook
10 x Daiwa Tournament SW Snap
8 x Jenzi Drop-Shot lead weights long 5g
7 x Jenzi Drop-Shot lead weights long 10g
6 x Jenzi Drop-Shot lead weights long 15g
7 x 13 Fishing Vertigo Minnow Softbait 7,6cm
7 x Lucky John S-Shad 2.8'' Softbait
12 x Illex Magic Fly 2'' Softbait

The following premium brands are included in the set:

Stroft
VMC
Illex
Lucky John
Jenzi
13 Fishing
Daiwa

All advantages at a glance:

approx. 10% price advantage compared to individual purchase
High-quality coordinated components from premium brands
Contains various artificial lures for immediate fishing
Suitable for professionals and beginners

The colours of the soft baits may vary depending on the composition.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=d7c7abc853cb7dde60d00feb207acdc3

